2017 Shoe List  

Men's Shoes.

Drum Corps Field Shoes

This shoe list is compiled in order to be specific to this activity and to prevent the bulk of the injuries we encounter daily from Drum Corps. We encourage participants to bring 2 to 3 pairs of shoes on tour. One will last for pretour and the 2 others for the show season.

Asics
Gel Venture
Evolution
Sonoma
Gel Scram
Gel Tambora

Fila
Decimus
AT Peake
MX 608 v4
M510
MT481

New Balance
MX 411
MX 409 wg3
M510
M450
MT481

Skecher
MT 481
Stamina Plus Rappel
MT 590

Puma
Tazon
Tazon Modern
Super Elavate

Columbia
M 412
Calorado II
Mountain Masochist
TransAlp

M 560
M 519
M 619
MT 612

Puma
Tazon
Tazon Modern
Super Elavate

Columbia
M 412
Calorado II
Mountain Masochist
TransAlp

M 560
M 519
M 619
MT 612

Nike
VXT
Air Monarch
Dart 12
Dart
Reax Lightspeed
Reax 9
Reax
Reax 8 TR
Reax TR 3
Dual Fusion Trail 2

Columbia
Calorado II
Mountain Masochist
TransAlp

M 412
M 560
M 619
MT 612

Brooks
Cascadia
Caldera
Grid Eclipse Trail
Challenger Trail
Mafate
Xodus trail
Nomad

Saucony
Cohesion Trail
Calibre
Xodus trail
Nomad

Hoka
Cohesion Trail
Calibre
Xodus trail
Nomad

Versatrail
Gypsum
Flint

We have found Cross Trainers and Trail shoes to suit the activity and provide a good amount of Lateral stability needed during jazz runs, lateral movement and most activity. Running shoes are a major problem as they are made for Running and the mechanics of that activity. They DO NOT Work well in Drum Corps. The salesmen trying to sell you these does not know what you do nor Have they done a day of drum corps. DO NOT listen to them. Most of these shoes are stiff enough To support you, have enough of a base to work with your insoles, stand up to the wet/dry/sweat and Abuse of daily Drum Corps life. They are the best that is presently out there. If you have questions Or see a pair that might work and you want to know about their status or acceptability email at drffreeman6@gmail.com with a pic of the shoe in question. If you see one for consideration I will be Happy to evaluate and give thoughts.
**Shoe List 2017**

**Women's Shoes.**

**Brooks**
- Cascadia
- Pure Grit 4

**Asics**
- Gel Venture
- GT2000 Trail
- Sonoma
- Evolution

**New Balance**
- WT910V3
- W420
- W720
- WT690
- WT 410
- WT510
- WX608
- Ww411
- Ww669
- WL575

**Ryka**
- Infinite
- Intent XT
- Aries

**Drum Corps Field Shoes**

**Women's Shoes.**

**Brooks**
- Columbia
- Mountain Masochist
- Caldorado II
- TransAlp

**Asics**
- XA Pro Trail
- Wing Pro 2 Trail
- City Cross Aero
- One One Trail
- Challenger ATR3

**New Balance**
- SpeedCross 4c
- Wing Pro 2 Trail
- City Cross Aero
- SpeedCross 4c

**Ryka**
- Rockstar Reax
- Reax Run 5

**Saucony**
- Xodus trail
- Grid Eclipse Trail
- Peregrine Trail
- Cohesion Trail
- Excursion Trail
- Grid Escape TR2

**Salomon**
- XA Comp
- XA Pro Trail
- Wave Hayate

**Mizuno**
- Wave Hayate
- Wave Hayate

**Merrel**
- All Out Crush
- All Out Peak
- All Out Peak

**Puma**
- Tazon

**Nike**
- Rockstar Reax
- Reax Run 5

**Keen**
- Saltzman